
Synopsis

Get a closer look at the history of the Persian Empire, from the emergence of the first states
in the Fertile Crescent (Mesopotamia) area around 3000 B.C. up to the Muslim conquest (7th
century A.D.).  This work covers the creation of the Elamite state, the arrive of the Iranian pe-
ople (Medians and Persians), the creation of the Achaemenid Empire of Cyrus the Great and
their later confrontation with Western Greece and Macedonia, the conquest of the Persian
Empire by Alexander the Great and the subsequent Macedonian domination over Asian te-
rritory, the appearance of the Parthians and their conflict with Rome, the recuperation during
the Sassanid period, and their final defeat in the face of Muslim conquest.
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Biography

Jorge Pisa employs an academic vision with a straightforward writing style
to help us better understand the history of an empire that was the only ci-
vilization capable of challenging Roman expansionism.  A Brief History of
the Persians is a faithful look at the cultural and religious history of Per-
sia.

Did you know that...

…the origin of the Olympic marathon race comes from a battle between Persians and Greeks?

… Achaemenid Persians created the first postal service in history?

…the Macedonian King Alexander the Great had conquered all of the Persian territory before
dying at the age of 33?

…in the Caucasus there was a territory called Iberia?

…the Muslim conquests put an end to the most extensive empire of Antiquity?

Here you will find the engrossing history of the Persian Empire and
its people, or those who defied the Greek world and eventually be-
came the only civilization able to intimidate, defeat, and even gain

the admiration of the Roman Empire
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